Flow cytometers are powerful high-throughput devices that capture spectroscopic information from individual particles or cells. These instruments provide a means of multiparametric analyses for various cellular biomarkers or labeled organelles and cellular proteins. However, the spectral overlap of fluorophores limits the number of fluorophores that can be used simultaneously during experimentation. Time-resolved parameters enable the quantification of fluorescence decay kinetics, thus circumventing common issues associated with intensity-based measurements. This contribution introduces fluorescence lifetime excitation cytometry by kinetic dithering (FLECKD) as a method to capture multiple fluorescence lifetimes using a hybrid time-domain approach. The FLECKD approach excites fluorophores by delivering short pulses of light to cells or particles by rapid dithering and facilitates measurement of complex fluorescence decay kinetics by flow cytometry. Our simulations demonstrated a resolvable fluorescence lifetime value as low as 1.8 ns (±0.3 ns) with less than 20% absolute error. Using the FLECKD instrument, we measured the shortest average fluorescence lifetime value of 2.4 ns and found the system measurement error to be ±0.3 ns (SEM), from hundreds of monodisperse and chemically stable fluorescent microspheres. Additionally, we demonstrate the ability to detect two distinct excited state lifetimes from fluorophores in single cells using FLECKD. This approach presents a new ability to resolve multiple fluorescence lifetimes while retaining the fluidic throughput of a cytometry system. The ability to discriminate more than one average fluorescence lifetime expands the current capabilities of high-throughput and intensity-based cytometry assays as the need to tag one single cell with multiple fluorophores is now widespread. Abbreviations: CHO, Chinese hamster ovary; EB, ethidium bromide; FLECKD, fluorescence lifetime excitation cytometry by kinetic dithering; FWHM, full-widths at half maximum; TCSPC, time-correlated single-photon counting nucleic acids, or other cellular constituents [3], enables powerful multi-parametric analysis of large cell populations (i.e. 1 × 10 6 ) in a matter of minutes. A rise in the synthesis of new organic fluorophores and in the development of a variety of fluorescent proteins has, in parallel with improvements in flow cytometry instrumentation, allowed new capabilities where as many as nine or more intracellular features can be detected from thousands of cells in a few seconds [3] . Although an increase in the number of photodetector color channels on a flow cytometer enhances the instrument, difficulties remain with the ability to evaluate spectral data when the emission of intrinsic and extrinsic fluorophores significantly overlaps. In flow cytometry, fluorescence compensation algorithms are used to correct datasets with spectral overlap issues yet these processing tools remain inadequate for severe spectral overlap scenarios, and are complicated for cytometrists in clinical settings.
Introduction
For decades, fluorescence-based flow cytometry measurements have enhanced cell biology research and enabled many advances in disease diagnosis for the biomedical community [1] . Flow cytometers offer a unique capability for single-cell analysis and the separation of large populations of cells at high throughput. Flow cytometers, in general, drive cells through the path of a laser beam at laminar flow rates to capture light scatter and fluorescence signatures emitted from individual cells [2] . This method, combined with a controlled binding of organic fluorophores to different cellular organelles, proteins, nucleic acids, or other cellular constituents [3] , enables powerful multi-parametric analysis of large cell populations (i.e. 1 × 10 6 ) in a matter of minutes. A rise in the synthesis of new organic fluorophores and in the development of a variety of fluorescent proteins has, in parallel with improvements in flow cytometry instrumentation, allowed new capabilities where as many as nine or more intracellular features can be detected from thousands of cells in a few seconds [3] . Although an increase in the number of photodetector color channels on a flow cytometer enhances the instrument, difficulties remain with the ability to evaluate spectral data when the emission of intrinsic and extrinsic fluorophores significantly overlaps. In flow cytometry, fluorescence compensation algorithms are used to correct datasets with spectral overlap issues yet these processing tools remain inadequate for severe spectral overlap scenarios, and are complicated for cytometrists in clinical settings.
To address the issue of spectral overlap, the fluorescence lifetime has been incorporated as an additional detection parameter. Although this capability is not a common feature of commercially available instruments, it has increased the utility of flow cytometry by providing intensity-independent measurements [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The fluorescence lifetime is the average time a fluorophore spends in its excited state prior to decaying back to the ground state; this parameter is a unique feature of a given fluorophore and can be impacted by the fluorophore's microenvironment or other molecular quenchers [9] . Some groups, including our own, have demonstrated the use of average fluorescence lifetime measurements by flow cytometry to alleviate issues associated with spectral overlap [10] , to eliminate autofluorescence interference [11] , to quantitatively measure Förster resonance energy transfer [12] , to determine intracellular environmental changes [13] , and to track protein localization within a cell [14] . The standard method for measuring the fluorescence lifetime in a flow cytometer has mainly involved frequency-domain systems [4, 6, 7] . With frequency-domain techniques, the laser excitation source is modulated at a radio frequency, and the fluorescence emission is measured to capture the phase-shift of fluorescence relative to excitation. The phase shift is due to the inherent fluorescence decay kinetics of the excitable fluorophore. According to Eq. (1), the phase shift is proportional to the fluorescence lifetime, , and inversely proportional to the excitation modulation frequency f ( = 2 f ) when single-exponential fluorescence decay is assumed. However the phase-sensitive (frequency-domain) fluorescence lifetime approach is unable to resolve multi-exponential fluorescence decays. Detection of multiple lifetimes by frequency-based methods requires multi-frequency systems, typically implemented in the context of static fluorimetry or fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy. Owing to the transient nature of the lightcell interaction in a flow cytometer, the amount of time (ß2-5 s) during which the fluorescence lifetime can be measured is too short to allow multi-frequency measurements on a cell-by-cell basis:
In this work, we present a paradigm shift in the instrumentation architecture of a flow cytometer capable of measuring fluorescence lifetime. In lieu of standard frequencydomain techniques, a new type of time-resolved instrument was conceived for the purpose of expanding the ability to measure multiple fluorescence decays from single, transient events. The new approach takes advantage of the time delay between the fluorescence signal and the side scatter signal, similar to the phase delay between emission and excitation in multi-frequency systems. As a cell interacts with the laser beam, a prototypical Gaussian peak results from the interaction between the cell and the interrogating light beam, which normally has a Gaussian profile in the direction of flow (see Fig. 1 ). When shifts in the fluorescence lifetime between the scattering and fluorescence signals are to be detected on the order of nanoseconds, the width of the signal pulses becomes a limiting factor. Therefore reducing the width of the Gaussian interaction peak may improve the measurement of fluorescence-lifetime-induced time delays and achieve the resolution necessary for accurate fluorescence lifetime measurements (Cao R. et al., submitted). Illustration of a laser beam waist with a Gaussian intensity profile interacting with a cell (circular shape). As a cell enters the beam at 1, is fully illuminated at 2, and leaves the beam at 3, fluorescence emission (and corresponding light scatter) increases from 0 to its peak value and then decreases to 0 (bottom). The finite fluorescence lifetime causes a time delay ⌬ of the fluorescence signal.
In this paper, we describe a new method to measure multiple fluorescence lifetimes without frequency-domain laser modulation; our approach is based on reducing the width of the correlated scatter and fluorescence pulses. We refer to the method as fluorescence lifetime excitation cytometry by kinetic dithering (FLECKD). The FLECKD instrument concept is rooted in time-domain measurement analysis. In the time-domain a short excitation pulse, typically represented as a delta function, is delivered to a static sample (i.e. a cell or group of cells), and the subsequent fluorescence emission is observed for a finite amount of time. A fluorescence detector is gated to observe this fluorescence decay. This method is known as time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) [15, 16] . Detecting the full fluorescence decay profile results in datasets that can be regressed for lifetime values regardless of the type of exponential decay. Early demonstrations include TCSPC-based fluorimeters and microscopes [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and modern fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy systems contain rapid data acquisition and powerful data/image processing algorithms [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Likewise, the FLECKD system permits detection of full fluorescence decay profiles yet does not involve imaging a stationary cell, group of cells, or tissue section. With the FLECKD system, moving cells are interrogated rapidly which makes this fluorescence lifetime measurement ideal for cell sorting assays involving fluorescence protein expression, metabolic mapping by autofluorescence lifetime changes, and fluorescence multiplexing [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
In the following we detail the development of FLECKD and demonstrate how it can be used to extract more than one fluorescence lifetime while preserving standard cytometric throughput. The instrumentation is described as are modeling results and experimental results that demonstrate the performance of the system under four conditions: 
Materials and methods

Instrumentation
In contrast to the standard laser transit times (typ. 2-10 s) of commercial cytometry systems, the FLECKD instrument produces interaction times smaller by at least two orders of magnitude (ß25 ns). Rapid excitation of fluorescently labeled cells is achieved by moving the laser across the flowing particle/cell in a lateral direction (i.e. laser moves horizontally while cell moves vertically). The FLECKD system (custom model Gen-1 Danube TM , Kinetic River, San Jose, CA, USA) was designed to include a rapidly dithering module onto a standard cytometric system configuration. The instrumentation includes: (i) an optical excitation module, (ii) fluidic components, (iii) an optical collection module, and (iv) a data acquisition system. Data analysis is performed off-line using custom-developed algorithms ( Fig. 2 and described later) . Briefly, cells and microspheres are driven at laminar velocities for single-file alignment through a 'flow chamber.' A syringe pump controls volumetric flow rates of 20 L/min for the core (cells/microspheres in suspension) flow and 2000 L/min for the sheath (i.e. surrounding water) flow. The fluidic specifications are adjustable for increased throughput. During flow a 300-mW, 532-nm laser (#532L-300-C0L-PP, Oxxius, Lannion, France) generates a Gaussian-profiled beam, which is propagated through several beam-shaping elements (optics, lenses) and is delivered to the fluidic chamber. In order to create the rapid laser-cell interaction times, the continuous wave laser beam is passed through an acousto-optic deflector (#AODF 4545-121, Crystal Technology, Palo Alto, CA, USA), aligned, and optimized for first-order diffraction (2 = 1.82°). The deflector is driven by a radio-frequency (RF) function generator (sawtooth, 2 MHz frequency, 1 Vpp amplitude, 1.145 V offset) coupled with a linear voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and RF amplifier (1250FM-1 2.0W, Crystal Technology). The sawtooth causes the VCO to generate a chirped RF wave and therefore change the diffraction angle in the AODF (±0.25°), resulting in the translation of the beam across the core stream at the frequency of the saw tooth waveform. The falling edge of the sawtooth is designed to be short in order to accomplish a minimum laser beam 'flyback' time. The laser beam can be characterized as "dithering" by its rapid change in position across the core stream. When cells and microspheres flow through the chamber, they are excited by the beam as it transit across the core stream, resulting in a "pulse" of light ß25 ns wide. Repeated dithering results in multiple excitation pulses (ß100) across each moving cell. Three detectors are placed around the chamber for measurement of the resulting optical signals. The extinction signal from the forward-propagating beam exiting the flow chamber is collected by a photodiode, which is helpful for calibration. Additionally, side-scattered light (532-nm band pass filter; 90 degrees to laser excitation) and fluorescence emission (550-nm long pass filter; 90 degrees to laser) are collected with photomultiplier tubes (PMT #R636-10, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu City, Japan). The current signals from each photodetector are converted to voltage pulses, amplified (#DC-100, Advanced Research Instruments, Golden, CO, USA) and digitized with an oscilloscope (#TDS 2024B, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA; 200MHz bandwidth, 2GS/s sampling rate, 2.5K record length). All datasets are analyzed in MATLAB (The Mathworks R , Natick, MA, USA). Each signalprocessing algorithm is developed in-house with the help of the FluorFit1.2 toolbox (www.fluortools.com).
Theory
FLECKD theory is based on the idea that the changes in the fluorescence decay kinetics of a given fluorophore will cause a shift in the average time at which fluorescence photons are detected relative to the average time at which scattered photons are detected. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 1 (Cao R. et al., submitted). As a laser beam is scanned across a cell, the fluorescence lifetime can be measured by comparing the time delay between the photons recovered from the fluorescence signal and those instantaneously and elastically scattered in the side direction. Moreover, by shortening the light-cell interaction time, the FLECKD system makes the decay behavior directly observable (i.e. a decay-like shape in the emission signal relative to the scatter signal is recorded).
To compute complex relaxation kinetics of excited fluorophores, additional processing is performed on the full fluorescence and scattering waveforms. A mathematical description of this process involves convolution because the observed fluorescence decay is a function of the instrumental response. Specifically, the captured side-scattered signals, or waveforms, are a convolution of the laser intensity profile, the volume of the cell, and electronic system noise. The mathematical framework involves parameters such as the core stream flow velocity, the diameter of fluorescence microspheres and mammalian cells (7-15 m, assumed spherical), and the laser beam waist profile at the core stream (Gaussian, (0,0) mode, 2 w 0 ß 20 m). Likewise, the fluorescence waveforms are a convolution of the same factors; however the fluorescence decay might take the shape of any one of a family of multi-exponential curves, depending on the fluorescent molecules present and factors that affect their lifetime. Thus the fluorescence waveform shape changes, and mathematically it is represented by a convolution of the side-scattered waveforms and exponential decay functions.
Early mathematical models [40] have described the convolution of a Gaussian function and exponential curve as the "ex-Gaussian" curve. Equation (2) represents the ex-Gaussian function, with t representing the average fluorescence lifetime:
However, single exponential decays described by the ex-Gaussian function of Eq. (2) only assume a single fluorescence lifetime. In order to properly represent multiexponential fluorescence decays, a deconvolution approach can be employed. Because added system noise makes straightforward deconvolution impossible, an iterative reconvolution of the theoretical model with the measured instrument response (scatter light signal) is necessary to find the optimum fit to the fluorescence signal. Fourier convolution theorem is used in the reconvolution process, and the minimum least-squares error is found by changing the theoretical decay model to best fit the experiment data. The fluorescence lifetime value is calculated by comparing the model to the experimental data, and the model with a fluorescence lifetime that best fits the experimental data (i.e. smallest experimentto-model mismatch, or minimum least squares error) is identified. A conclusion is then made with the identified model to best approximate the fluorescence lifetime.
The detailed process involves taking the convolution of a Gaussian function with an appropriate multi-exponential decay model, and then performing a deconvolution to resolve the various fluorescence lifetime contributions.
This is described by Eq. (3), where f * g(t) is the convolution of two functions: the Gaussian function f(x) and the decay function g(x). With real or simulated data, a deconvolution will separate the instrument-response function f(x), which is accurately approximated by side-scatter signals, from the observed fluorescence signals f * g(t), yielding the desired fluorescence decay curve, g(t).
Simulations
Simulations to support the theory described above and demonstrate the significance of the shortened excitation times made possible by the FLECKD technique involved construction of canonical Gaussian excitation waveforms and ex-Gaussian fluorescence waveforms for a range of fluorescence lifetimes, combinations of fluorescence lifetimes, and instrument response function widths. Four sets of simulations were carried out: (S1) an ex-Gaussian curve with a 10-ns exponential decay compared with three Gaussian curves with different widths (full-widths at half maximum-FWHM-of 1.5 s, 15 ns, and 15 ps); (S2) ex-Gaussian curves with a common 15-ns Gaussian width and 1-, 6-, 11-, 16-, 21-, 26-, and 31-ns exponential decays; (S3) ex-Gaussian curves with a common 15-ns Gaussian width and mixed lifetime decays of (i) 70% 2 ns and 30% 15 ns, (ii) 30% 2 ns and 70% 15 ns, (iii) 70% 8 ns and 30% 15 ns, and (iv) 70% 2 ns and 30% 22 ns; and (S4) two ex-Gaussian curves with a common 15-ns Gaussian width and mixed lifetime decays of 70% 2 ns and 30% 22 ns, and a single lifetime of 18.5 ns (the mean lifetime of 70% 2 ns and 30% 22 ns, calculated with Eq (4):
In addition to the S1-S4 simulations, other simulated data were generated to evaluate the fluorescence lifetime resolution. Simulations with fluorescence lifetime values of 0.5-, 0.7-, 1-, 1.3-, 1.4-, 1.5-, 1.6-, 1.7-, 1.8-, 1.9-, 2-, 2.1-, 2.2-, 2.5-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, and 10-ns were tested. Convolution of the single-exponential decay and a real side-scatter signal was computed, and the convolution product was processed with noise (normal distribution, n = 2500, stdev = 1, = 0). The random noise increased the noise floor by a factor of 0.03, and was determined by the amplitude ratio of the noise to the actual and normalized side scatter signal. Finally the simulations are compared as described previously to determine how closely the fit matches the simulated fluorescence lifetime (i.e. perfect fits result when no noise is added). Artificial noise was generated to mimic noise from optical measurements, electronics, and data acquisition and obtain a best approximation of the lifetime resolution. 
Experiments with fluorescent microspheres and cells
The fluorescent microspheres used for lifetime evaluation included: Flow-Check TM Fluorospheres (number 6605359, 10 m, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and SPHERO TM Fluorescent Nile Red Particles (Cat. number FP-6056-2, 6 m, Spherotech, Lake Forest, IL, USA).
Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1, American Type Culture Collection) were cultured in Dulbecco's medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum in a cell culture incubator maintaining 37°C and 5% CO 2 atmosphere. For CHO-K1 experiments cells were labeled with ethidium bromide (EB) (Lot # A0250299, ACROS Organics, Geel, Belgium). EB intercalates into DNA and is a common cell-cycle fluorophore. Thus cells were collected in the exponential phase of growth using trypsin, counted, and re-suspended at a concentration of 10 6 cells/mL in PBS without calcium or magnesium. Cells were then fixed in 70% ethanol and stained with 3 g/mL EB in PBS containing 20 g/mL RNase A (number 1007885, Qiagen, Venlo, Limburg, Netherlands). These experiments were performed with and without addition of the known EB quenching agent, amsacrine (number A9809, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) [41] . In other CHO-K1 cultures transfection using the oChIEF-tdTomato in AAV2 vector containing plasmid (Tsien Laboratory, University of California San Diego, San Diego, CA, USA) was performed using lipofectamine reagent (Life Technologies) following the manufacturer's protocol. Cells were maintained for 1-3 days posttransfection. Cells were collected using trypsin and resuspended in PBS (10 6 cells/mL) prior to measurement. Fig. 3 are simulation results for the Gaussian and ex-Gaussian function sets (S1-S4) described previously. Figure 3A , B, and C is of three different excitation pulse widths using simulation set S1, emphasizing how the light-cell interaction time dramatically impacts the ability to observe fluorescence decay in an ex-Gaussian curve. Figure 3A shows that the ex-Gaussian curve (Fig. 3A, 'o' ) synthesized by the convolution of a 1.5-s Gaussian curve with a 10-ns exponential decay is visually indistinguishable from the Gaussian curve itself (Fig. 3A, '-' ). Therefore with added system noise, which is expected with real data, a 10-ns decay would be very difficult to deconvolve from a 1.5-s pulse. Instruments performing TCSPC techniques typically use excitation pulses in the picosecond range; therefore compared to a 10-ns decay curve, a Gaussian excitation function with a 15-ps width resembles a "delta function" (Fig. 3C, '-' ), making the convolution decay curve stand out very clearly (Fig. 3C,  'o' ). However, TCSPC is designed for thousands of repeated excitations of stationary samples, which are unsuitable for the high-throughput single-pass-measurement requirements of flow cytometry. Therefore results that mimic the FLECKD system are provided in Fig. 3B , which plots a 15-ns Gaussian excitation curve (Fig. 3B, '-' ) and the simulated emission, or ex-Gaussian plot, resulting from convolution with a 10-ns decay function (Fig. 3B, 'o' ). The simulation results in Fig. 3A , B, and C illustrate the point that excitation pulse widths of typical flow cytometers are not sufficient to directly time-resolve fluorescence decays and conversely picosecond excitation widths, albeit optimum for high resolution, are too narrow for flow cytometry. Therefore excitation pulse widths that are on the same order of magnitude as the sought-after fluorescence lifetime decay values can be adequate to produce the required time resolution.
Results and discussion
Simulation results
Plots in
Also in Fig. 3 are simulation results (sets S2, S3, and S4) that illustrate the concept of extracting single-as well as double-exponential decays from ex-Gaussian curves. Figure 3D (corresponding to simulation set S2) is a plot of exGaussian fluorescence waveforms with lifetimes of 1-, 6-, 11-, 16-, 21-, 26-, and 31-ns. As the decay lifetime increases, the exGaussian curve shifts more to the right, resulting in a longer "tail." In the case of mixed fluorescence lifetime ex-Gaussian waveforms (Fig. 3E, simulation set S3 ), high-intensity short lifetimes tend to lower the tail, while high-intensity long lifetimes raise the tail. Finally, Fig. 3F (simulation set S4) displays the results for ex-Gaussian curves with mixed lifetime values matching the EB decay times. We simulated different contributions of EB lifetimes to show their effect on the shape of the convolution curve. Table 1 shows that at 1.8 ns (+/−0.3 ns), the difference between the simulated and fitted fluorescence lifetime was less than 20%. This value can be considered as the minimum measurable fluorescence lifetime reproduced with the best accuracy. This value however is a function of the width of the excitation pulse and the electrical noise. If no noise is added, the calculated fluorescence lifetime will be identical to the original simulation input lifetime. Full widths at half maximum of the excitation pulses were obtained through fitting a Gaussian function to the side-scatter waveform. The scattered intensity profiles can be represented by a Gaussian function because the duration of the light-cell interaction dominates over detector bandwidth and particle size. The FWHM was calculated The 'true lifetime' column provides simulated data using Eq. (3) by a convolution of a Gaussian function with random noise and single-exponential decay functions. The fit of each simulated fluorescence waveform was determined by finding the optimum lifetime (noted as 'calculated lifetime') at minimum fitting error. The calculated lifetimes are listed in the second column. The absolute error percentages between the true lifetimes and the calculated lifetimes are listed in the third column.
Single exponential decays
(F WHM = 2 √ 2ln2, = s td dev) and ranged from 25 to 30 ns with a SD of 1.85 ns (normalized data, mean 2 = 1.82). The scattering process is nearly instantaneous making the side-scattered pulse an adequate representation of the instrument response function. On the other hand, the fluorescence intensity waveforms depend heavily on the fluorescence relaxation function as well as the Gaussian-like profile, resulting in the fluorescence signals shown in Fig. 4 (i.e. a longer tail than the scattering waveforms). With the microsphere measurements approximately 1000 events were collected, averaged, and analyzed with a single-exponential fluorescence decay function. When convolution and deconvolution were performed, the resulting function was found to fit each sample with an average Fig. 4A and B) . These values are corroborated by previously measured values [4, 42] .
Double exponential decays
EB-stained DNA in CHO-K1 cells was measured and analyzed with both single-and double-exponential decay models. Our results show that the fluorescence decay of EB fits the single and double exponential decay models with normalized r ed values of 0.0056 and 0.0038, respectively. EB is known to have two dominant fluorescence lifetimes-longer when intercalated into cellular DNA, and shorter when not [43] . The long-lifetime component had a dramatic influence on the shape of the fluorescence waveform. The measured width of the fluorescence waveform was roughly twice that of the side-scattered waveform; additionally the tail of the EB signal was considerably extended in comparison to the excitation pulse. The two lifetime components extracted from the fit to the measured data were 25.5 ns and 4.9 ns (Fig. 4C) . The inferred fluorescence lifetimes confirm measured EB lifetime values of prior work [44] .
Fluorescence quenching
EB-stained CHO-K1 cells were treated with varying concentrations of the fluorescence quencher amsacrine. Others have proposed that DNA-bound amsacrine is an electron donor, transferring electrons to DNA-bound EB when both amsacrine and EB are in an excited state and within a certain distance of each other [41, 45] . Therefore amsacrine was added to different groups of cells at 18.6 M, 27.9 M, and 37.2 M concentrations to test for lifetime changes in EB. First the fluorescence intensity was evaluated for ß100 cells in each group, and the mean intensity was found to be reduced by 2%, 19%, and 24% for the 18.6 M, 27.9 M, and 37.2 M concentrations, respectively. Table 2 lists all the measured fluorescence lifetime and intensity changes. When the DNAbound EB was quenched with differing concentrations of amsacrine and its fluorescence intensity decreased 2%, 19%, and 24%, the mean fluorescence lifetime was shortened, from its original value of 1 = 15.9 ns and 2 = 0.9 ns (mean 
Fluorescence proteins expressed in living cells
Fluorescence lifetime measurements were obtained from viable CHO-K1 cells that exogenously express the fluorescent protein tdTomato. The Fig. 4D histogram provides a fluorescence lifetime distribution obtained from tdTomato expressing CHO-K1 cells using the FLECKD system. Based on our deconvolution analysis of single-exponential decay using values obtained from approximately 500 viable cells (gate 1), our results indicate that the tdTomato protein had an average fluorescence lifetime of 2.4 ns with a SD of 1.7 ns (mean 2 r ed = 7.9). This fluorescence lifetime value is consistent with previously published results [46] . In data not shown, we verified that the fluorescence and side scatter structural profile for CHO-K1 cells expressing and not expressing fluorescence proteins is identical; this confirms there were no light scatter changes present owing to possible morphology changes internal to the cell because of DNA transfection and fluorescent protein expression.
Concluding remarks
The development of a flow cytometer that can simultaneously measure multiple fluorescence decays has not been hitherto possible, mainly owing to the limitations of frequencydomain systems, as well as the single-pass nature of interrogation in flow cytometers. Here we demonstrate a new approach that will not only collect fluorescence intensity and scatter measurements, but also Ͼ1 fluorescence lifetime parameter. The FLECKD instrument is designed to reduce the excitation time to 25 ns, which was an adequate resolution for the fluorescence decay examples tested herein. Using a variety of fluorophores in both cells and microspheres, we demonstrate this approach can measure single-and doubleexponential decays.
Certain factors can impact this approach and it is noteworthy to add that aggregates of two or more cells measured at once, imbalanced fluorescent labels across a given cell, rapid photobleaching for any given fluorophore, and large ratios of the sample diameter relative to the beam height can alter the waveform that is needed for fluorescence decay fitting. However algorithms and signal processing approaches performed on each dataset can mitigate these issues.
In general, the fluorescence lifetime as a parameter in cytometry can alleviate issues of spectral overlap with autofluorescence, dim fluorescence proteins (i.e. 1-5 ns lifetime species), and standard organic fluorophores (1-30 ns lifetime species) [47] . Additionally, more quantitative and intensityindependent measurements could be implemented for use with in vitro assays based on microfluidic, spectroscopic, and electrophoretic systems. This contribution adds to the growing popularity of time-resolved fluorescence measurement techniques and introduces a new approach to extracting fluorescence decay. The FLECKD system takes advantage of improvements in laser technology, digital signal processing, and data acquisition. Therefore as applications of fluorescence lifetime in flow cytometry continue to expand, kinetic dithering may play a large role in single-cell analysis and cell sorting.
